2005 cobalt engine power reduced

One of the most annoying things that can happen when we are driving our vehicles is when we
get the reduced engine power light. If your Cobalt has gotten this reduced engine power
warning, it means that one of its engine management sensors or the ECU have gone bad.
Without enough data, the ECU will just give you enough power to not leave you totally stranded,
and may run the engine in an entirely different way. If you have the reduced engine power light,
then there are going to be some diagnostic trouble codes stored in your OBD II system. This is
great news, since it helps narrow down where the ECU thinks that the problem is. A good code
scanner is really cheap and can make the process a whole lot smoother. This is one of the most
common reasons the reduced engine power light comes on. At this point, it turns on the
reduced engine power mode in order to keep the vehicle from running away from you. The
throttle position sensor is one of the most vital sensors in your Cobalt. The TPS data also helps
determine when the transmission will shift. Another common cause of a reduced power
condition is , if the ECU goes bad it can trigger the reduced engine power condition. It is
responsible for taking the data from all of the sensors above, and combining it with the data
from many other sensors to control the engine. The idea behind the reduced engine power
condition is to allow you to limp your Cobalt into the shop or back home. It is not meant to
sustain long periods of vehicular operation. Not being able to go 40MPH which is almost always
the case is a safety risk. When the engine power has been reduced, the engine and
transmission can operate in totally different ways. This leads to jerky shifts, unstable
acceleration, and horrible gas mileage. If there is anything that you would like to add, please
feel free to leave a comment below. ECU Another common cause of a reduced power condition
is , if the ECU goes bad it can trigger the reduced engine power condition. Should You Drive
Your Cobalt with the Reduced Power Light The idea behind the reduced engine power condition
is to allow you to limp your Cobalt into the shop or back home. For about 5 months or so my car
on and off has had an issue with cranking the car and it idling and surging or even cutting off
completely. After trying to crank it a few times the car will start up just fine with no more issues.
I turned it off and back on and the acceleration finally worked. I have got to fix it asap! Can
anyone help me with this? I researched and came up with "Throttle Actuator Control". But I
don't know for sure? Check all your fluids, especially oil and coolant. These computer systems
are touchy these days, but it's also hard to say if the car is purposely reducing engine power to
protect it due to a sensor saying something is wrong, or if this particular car just tells you when
something is not acting right like the throttle actuator control. If it is purposely reducing engine
power, you may have a low fluid, low engine oil pressure, or the engine may be overheating.
With vehicles, you can't really just say what's wrong. You have to diagnose the problem. It may
not be a problem with the car, it may be a problem with the driver! If you miss a shift, or operate
it too close to the red-line very long this can happen. Something is telling the engine
management system that things are not right and taking the throttle control away from you it is
fly by wire. It is most likely not the actuator, but instead something else. Kind of the opposite of
the Toyota problem. The real problem is the on board modules, " computer" in the Cobalt and
other chevys You have other items happening also, just look around. Trending News. For Tiger
Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Judd makes hour trek home after shattering leg. FOMO
trend is fueling a homebuying surge. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get help.
Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. Official on Woods: He's 'very
fortunate' to be alive. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Do you know your
privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Answer Save.
Mike O. Old Man Dirt Lv 7. But it could be a sensor, Chevy Cobalt's are on the avoid list due to
frequent problems. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. I have pulled codes
with my code scanner, it was reading my throttle position sensor. I replaced the throttle body. I
have tested my MAP sensor it tested good. I have cleared the codes, but as I pull out the check
engine light comes back on and reduced engine power shows back up. Could you point me in
any other direction to troubleshoot? Could it be in my ECM? Do you. This happens when the
throttle pedal sensor goes out causing the throttle body to lose correlation which puts the car in
limp mode. You will not always have a code for this problem because the failure is too
intermittent. Below is the location of the sensor. Check out the diagrams below. Please let us
know what happens. Cheers Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Thanks for the tip. When
I pulled the sensor I found moisture in the connector so I got a used pedal and sensor installed
it the problem is fixed! Thanks I love this site. Nice work, we are here to help. Please use
2CarPros anytime. Cheers Was this answer. Recently I was driving on the highway and after
about thirty minutes, the coolant temperature light came on, and then five minutes after I
noticed reduced power and the car would not accelerate. I pulled over to the side and turned the
car off and it would not start again. It cranks but just whines and nothing. I was late for an oil
change and just going into the city to get one. The car was also low on coolant and oil I noticed

when I pulled over, I tried re filling and nothing, and when I opened the hood there was quite a
bit of smoke and could smell a burning smell. I am thinking possible head gasket? Any help
would be greatly appreciated! Yes, it does sound like you may have blown a head gasket. I
would suggest that you have someone do a leak down test on the vehicle to confirm or deny the
head gasket issue. Do no keep cranking it, you could do more damage. Great thanks. I will get
that done tomorrow. I am going to try and get it done myself with a mechanic friend to hopefully
save money. I wanted to make sure it is a head gasket before I buy the parts. After we changed
the oil and oil filter the car engine light came on and the display said engine power reduced. Do
you know why this might be happening? Get your code's read at a auto part's store like
AutoZone and let me know what the code number's are we have to start there. Or if you would
like to conduct the scan yourself here is a link to an article from this site that features written
step by step instructions and pictures explaining how to do the scan yourself. Also, I have
included a link to our YouTube channel with a how to video on code scanning. This is
applicable even if your check engine light is not on. Most scanners are inexpensive to purchase,
you can purchase one online from sites like Amazon. We are always happy to help. Please login
or register to post a reply. The cost for this repair can be surprisingly inexpensive depending on
the failure. To determine what the failure is a CAN or Engine scan will need to be performed.
This can Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Is your Chevy or other GM vehicle
displaying this warning on the instrument cluster? Maybe the check engine light is on as well?
In some instances, the PCM may actually cut off fuel delivery to the engine, rendering the
vehicle undrivable. Asking what engaged reduced engine power warning message is somewhat
like asking what turned on your check engine light â€”there are too many possibilities to list.
Plus, GM has changed its fail-safe strategies over the years, so exactly what can engage the
message depends on the year and model of your vehicle. Still, there are some problems that
trigger the Engine Reduced Power message more often than others. Here are some of the
issues that are best-known for causing the warning to illuminate:. One of the most common
triggers is a problem with the electronic throttle actuator control TAC system. Modern GM
vehicles use this layout in place of a traditional, mechanical throttle body and linkage. The
technology was first introduced on the C5 Corvette. Then, the device calculates the appropriate
throttle response from a pair of throttle position TP sensors. Once the module has the
necessary information from the sensors, the PCM uses an actuator motor integrated into the
throttle body to operate the throttle, thereby controlling airflow into the engine. For instance, the
problem could be one or both of the APP sensors, which are usually integrated into the
accelerator pedal. When one or both of the sensors goes bad, the vehicle will enter Reduced
Engine Power Mode. Circuit issues, such as damaged wires and poor connections, can prevent
the TAC system from operating properly. This can cause an array of problems, including a
vehicle that enters Reduced Engine Power mode. Most late-model vehicles contain dozens of
computers also known as modules that communicate with one another over a data network. On
many GM vehicles, an idle relearn procedure is required whenever the throttle body is cleaned
or replaced. Failing to do so can result in the vehicle entering Reduced Engine Power Mode.
Some GM vehicles will enter Reduced Engine Power Mode when the engine begins to overheat
due to cooling system issues. The PCM triggers the mode to protect the engine from further
damage. In some instances, the Reduced Engine Power warning may illuminate to inform the
driver that the vehicle lacks power due to an underlying condition. For example, a faulty
high-pressure fuel pump might reduce engine power, thereby causing the warning to illuminate.
Each document lists something differentâ€”ranging from a damaged MAP sensor connector to
an air intake leakâ€”as being a potential cause. DTCs can point you in the right direction for
further diagnostics. Consult a repair manual or repair database to learn the exact code
definition for your vehicle. Checking technical service bulletins TSBs issued by the vehicle
manufacturer can also be very helpful. TSBs address known issues by documenting a repair
procedure that will hopefully fix the problem on certain makes and models. Applying that
procedure from the beginning can save you both time and money. You can consult a repair
database e. As was mentioned, exactly what causes Reduced Engine Power mode varies
depending on the year and model of your vehicle. Another reason why you may want to obtain
access to a good repair manual is to find comprehensive diagnosis and repair instructions for
your vehicle. In some instances, you might get lucky, and a simple procedure, such as cleaning
the throttle body, will get your vehicle out of Reduced Power Mode. A reputable repair shop will
be able to get the Reduced Power warning to stay offâ€”and that will get you back on the road.
Technically, you can usually drive slowly when Engine Power Reduced is illuminated on the
dash. However, doing so is not recommended. It is best to tow your vehicle to the nearest repair
facility, as driving at extremely low speeds can be dangerous. Not to mention, your vehicle is in
a fail-safe state because something is wrong, and pushing it further could cause additional

damage. Also, there are instances where a vehicle will shut off completely after entering
Reduced Engine Power mode. To get the warning to go off and stay off, you or your mechanic
will need to fix whatever underlying problem triggered it in the first place. Once the car is fixed
and the codes are cleared, the reduced power warning will go away. Some of the most common
causes include: 1. Excessive backpressure caused by restricted exhaust or catalytic converter
3. Ignition system problems e. Internal engine issues leading to a loss of compression 6.
Problem in the variable valve timing VVT or cylinder deactivation system 7. Problem with
turbocharger or supercharger if equipped 8. The driver often interprets this sensation as a loss
of acceleration. Although not the most common cause of reduced engine power, there are
instances where a low oil level can lead to a lack of acceleration. For e
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xample, modern engines feature variable valve timing VVT systems that rely on oil pressure to
operate. Engine oil that is low or extremely dirty can inhibit the performance of these systems,
potentially leading to hesitation and lack of acceleration. Reading Time: 9 minutes Contents
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